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Coinciding Decreases in Discharge Rate Suggest That
Spontaneous Pauses in Firing of External Pallidum Neurons
Are Network Driven
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The external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) is one of the core nuclei of the basal ganglia, playing a major role in normal control of
behavior and in the pathophysiology of basal ganglia-related disorders such as Parkinson’s disease. In vivo, most neurons in the GPe are
characterized by high firing rates (50 –100 spikes/s), interspersed with long periods (�0.6 s) of complete silence, which are termed GPe
pauses. Previous physiological studies of single and pairs of GPe neurons have failed to fully disclose the physiological process by which
these pauses originate. We examined 1001 simultaneously recorded pairs of high-frequency discharge GPe cells recorded from four
monkeys during task-irrelevant periods, considering the activity in one cell while the other is pausing. We found that pauses (n � 137,278
pauses) coincide with a small yet significant reduction in firing rate (0.78 � 0.136 spikes/s) in other GPe cells. Additionally, we found an
increase in the probability of the simultaneously recorded cell to pause during the pause period of the “trigger” cell. Importantly, this
increase in the probability to pause at the same time does not account for the reduction in firing rate by itself. Modeling of GPe cells as class
2 excitability neurons (Hodgkin, 1948) with common external inputs can explain our results. We suggest that common inputs decrease
the GPe discharge rate and lead to a bifurcation phenomenon (pause) in some of the GPe neurons.
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Introduction
The external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) is one of the
core nuclei of the basal ganglia. Receiving input mainly from
the striatum and the subthalamic nucleus (STN), and projecting to
the output nuclei of the basal ganglia, it is hypothesized as being the
main processing site of this complex neural structure (Goldberg and
Bergman, 2011; Jaeger and Kita, 2011; Gittis et al., 2014). Most GPe
neurons fire at a rate of 50–100 spikes/s, although some fire at a
significantly lower pace (�20 Hz). The high-frequency discharge
(HFD) neurons of the GPe are characterized by a unique feature:

they often pause their firing completely for periods of several hun-
dreds of milliseconds (DeLong, 1971; Elias et al., 2007).

GPe pauses have intrigued basal ganglia physiologists for de-
cades due to their prominence (�56% of HFD GPe neurons
exhibit pausing behavior; Elias et al., 2007) and distinct dichoto-
mic nature. However, questions regarding the origin of pauses
and their functional importance have seldom been addressed. In
a series of studies, Kita et al. (2004, 2005, 2006), Kaneda and Kita
(2005), and Hashimoto and Kita (2006) have shown that pause
generation depends on complex patterns of interaction between
GABAergic and glutamatergic inputs. Together with the anatomy
and synaptic interactions of GPe cells (Difiglia et al., 1982; Yelnik
et al., 1984; Shink and Smith, 1995; Nambu et al., 2000; Sato et al.,
2000; Mallet et al., 2012), these findings suggest that GPe pauses
depend on the interaction of GABAergic inputs from the stria-
tum or other GPe cells, and the glutamatergic inputs from the
subthalamic nucleus.

If, indeed, pauses were a network phenomenon, depending
mainly on input from other basal ganglia structures, there should
be pairwise correlations between sets of GPe neurons that share
common inputs. However, this does not seem to be the case. Elias
et al. (2007) investigated the hypothesis that pauses are correlated
in some of their aspects. They found no indication for pairwise
correlations between pause times among simultaneously recorded
neurons (including neurons recorded from the same electrode),
suggesting that neurons generate pauses in an independent manner.
Unlike the previously mentioned in vitro studies, which found that
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pauses rely on external input to the GPe, this finding was revealed in
a spontaneously untampered system in vivo, providing a more nat-
uralistic outlook.

In this study, we aimed to re-examine the issue of intrinsic
versus network-driven pauses. We established a genuine ap-
proach for the analysis of the network activity patterns giving rise
to pauses. Using data from well isolated extracellularly recorded
single units from four different monkeys, we examined the simul-
taneous population activity of pairs of GPe HFD neurons during
time intervals in which at least one of the pair was pausing. This
method is sensitive to very small effects, which might have been

dismissed using other approaches ori-
ented to pairwise behavior. Our findings
shed new light on the origin of pauses and
on the functional connectivity of the basal
ganglia circuitry.

Materials and Methods
Animals and procedures. Four monkeys [1
male; 2 Macaque fascicularis and 2 Chlorocebus
aethiops (African green monkeys); weight
range, 3– 4.6 kg] were used in this study. Exper-
imental protocols were conducted in accor-
dance with the National Research Council
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Ani-
mals and the Hebrew University guidelines for
the use and care of laboratory animals in re-
search. The experimental protocols were ap-
proved and supervised by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of the He-
brew University and Hadassah Medical Center.
The Hebrew University is an Association for
Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care internationally accredited insti-
tute. The surgery procedures and data-
recording methods were described in previous
articles (Adler et al., 2012, 2013a,b). Extracel-
lular recording of spiking activity was per-
formed using up to eight glass-coated tungsten
electrodes in a single session. Neurons simulta-
neously recorded in the GPe were no farther
apart than 1.5 mm on the horizontal axis of the
electrodes, and 1 mm on the vertical axis.

Pause detection. Pauses were identified using
the method described in the study by Elias et al.
(2007; Fig. 1). This method uses a deterministic
algorithm for pause detection rather than a
probabilistic one. Briefly, the procedure is
based on an evaluation of how improbable (or
“surprising”) it is for a certain number of
spikes (or fewer) to appear in a time segment,
given the average firing rate (FR; Legéndy and
Salcman, 1985) of the unit. Using this modified
surprise method, we first identified spike-free
segments for each unit. These interspikes inter-
vals (ISIs) were at least 250 ms long. However,
because sometimes pauses are interspersed
with single spikes, the method allows for the
enhancement of periods defined as pauses us-
ing the following equation:

P�n� � e	rT�
i�0

n

�rT�i/i!, (1)

where r is the mean FR (in spikes per millisec-
ond), and P(n) is the probability to find n
spikes or fewer in an interval of T milliseconds.
We defined the surprise function as S �
	log(P(n)). For each identified segment, we

checked whether adding another neighboring ISI increases the surprise. If
so, the pause was redefined to include this interval. A maximum of five ISIs
was added for each side in this fashion. Following this procedure, pauses that
did not exceed a duration of 300 ms were omitted. Additionally, pauses that
were adjacent one to the other (i.e., divided by a single spike) were combined.
The pauses detected using these criteria were shown to match those identi-
fied by human experts (Elias et al., 2007).

Inclusion criteria. Only stably held, well isolated units (isolation score
�0.8; Joshua et al., 2007) that were unquestionably located in the GPe
and fired �20 spikes/s on average were used. Our analysis was limited
solely to units that were simultaneously recorded with other stable and

Figure 1. Pause detection method. All raster plots show the firing activity of a single GPe neuron over 10 consecutive 10 s time
windows (Monkey C, recorded November 28, 2013; isolation score � 0.88; bottom-left inset shows 100 superimposed spikes). The
different panels, from top to bottom, show the sequential steps of the pause detection algorithm and all segments identified as
pauses at each step. Changes from the previous step are indicated in yellow. The bottom panel shows the final result of the pause
detection algorithm for this neuron during these time segments.
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well isolated GPe units for a minimum of 50 s. The average simultaneous
recording period for pairs of units was 1699 s (n � 1001 pairs), and
repeating the analysis for pairs that were simultaneously recorded for at
least 600 s (n � 453 pairs) revealed similar results.

The four monkeys participated in different tasks during the recording
period (Adler et al., 2012, 2013a,b). However, because we were interested
solely in spontaneous pausing, we omitted all time periods that were
followed or preceded by any behavioral event in a 0.5 s time range. The
analysis was also run with omissions of time periods in 1 and 2 s time
ranges around behavioral events with qualitatively similar results (data
not shown).

Firing rates and pause probabilities. For each identified unit, we con-
sidered all pause segments. The start points of these segments, abbrevi-
ated as trigger pauses (TPs), were used as a reference point for all other
units that were simultaneously recorded during this time. Although each
pair of units was considered twice (pauses in unit A acted as a TP to
measure the activity of unit B, and vice versa), we made sure that all
considered segments were independent. This was accomplished by tak-
ing into account only one segment of each pair of segments that partially
overlap in time, which was chosen randomly.

The FR and pause probability [PP (defined as the probability for each
time point to be included within a time segment marked as a pause)] of
all these simultaneously recorded units were averaged and smoothed
(50-ms-wide Gaussian window; SD � 10 ms). The period starting 2 s
before the TP initiation and ending 1 s before it was defined as the
baseline, and its mean was subtracted from the signal for both FR and PP.

Clearly, pauses involve a decrease in discharge rate, which influences
the mean FR values. To disentangle FR decreases that resulted from
pausing behavior and those that did not, we analyzed the FR dynamics,
excluding all segments in which a unit was pausing. To do so, we repeated
the previously mentioned analysis, omitting each time point in which a
pause was detected. We defined this measure, which was also smoothed
using a 50-ms-wide Gaussian window, as the “pause-omitted firing rate.”

To verify that undetected pauses did not still contaminate the pause-
omitted firing rate measure, we first defined the percentage of change in
FR relative to baseline per pause segment as follows:

Cn � 100 �

�
	250 ms

250 ms

rn�t�dt� 500 � �
	2000 ms

	1000 ms

rn�t�dt� 1000

�
	2000 ms

	1000 ms

rn�t�dt� 1000

,

(2)

where n is the segment number, rn(t) is the FR in that segment as a
function of time, and t � 0 marks the TP. The subgroup of segments that
contain pauses synced with the TP (or slightly preceding or exceeding it)
mostly produce values around 	100. This index was calculated, per seg-
ment, for the unaltered data and for the pause-omitted firing rate. The
results for all segments were used to create two histograms, one for each
aforementioned dataset. If, indeed, pauses were successfully removed in
the pause-omitted data, we expected to see a difference in the lower part
of the histogram, and most notably in the values around 	100 (i.e., a
larger probability around this value for the unaltered data relative to the
pause-omitted data; see Fig. 3e).

To verify that our results are not affected by hidden biases of the
analysis methods, we reconducted the analysis using data shifted in small
intervals. For each unit pair considered, we shifted the TP time point
back 5 s. This relatively short time lag was used to conserve latent non-
stationarities in the data. We used t tests to compare the results obtained
for the shifted dataset and the real results. We also conducted compari-
sons to data shifted using a random time lag and got similar results (data
not shown).

The results were averaged across segments, regardless of units. We also
conducted analyses over all units and all pairs for which there were data
recorded simultaneously with at least 20 TPs, and the results were qualita-
tively similar (data not shown). Additionally, we conducted the same analy-

sis considering the pause end (and not the pause start) as a trigger. The results
obtained resembled a mirror image of those presented in this article.

Pause coincidence measures. To estimate whether the difference in the
level of pause coincidence (PC) between two units was more than a
chance occurrence, we first defined a PC index as the number of pauses
two units initiate no more than 250 ms from one another, divided by the
minimal number of pauses in any of the two units during their simulta-
neously recorded period. For example, if one unit had 20 pauses during
the simultaneous recording period and the other had 30, a total of 15
pauses starting within 250 ms from one another will result in a PC index
of 15/20 � 0.75. The PC index is defined per unit pair. If one or more of
the units had �20 pauses during the simultaneous recording period,
their index was not calculated.

Despite the correction for pause count, the PC index still depends on
the frequency of pauses (e.g., frequently pausing units will produce more
random coincidences). Therefore, we conducted shifts in the data, recal-
culated the PC index after each shift, and compared the results. To pre-
serve nonstationarities in the data, we shifted the data in small time bins
(0.5–15 s in each direction in 0.5 s intervals, for a total of 60 shifts) and
calculated the PC index for each of these shifts (see an example in Fig. 4b).
Finally, we defined a measure of significance for each pair by measuring
the probability of a shift to yield a PC index that is more extreme than the
results obtained for the unshifted data, as follows:

pm �
�i�1

60
N�abs�CIm � CIreal,m�, abs�CIm � CIi,m��

60
,

N�x, y� � � 1, x � y
0, o.w (3)

where m is the pair number, CIreal,m is the coincidence index for the
unshifted data in pair m, CIi,m is the coincidence index for shift number
i in pair m, and CIm is the mean for all shifts. The result is equivalent to p
values attained using standard permutation tests.

The results for all pairs were compared with the results obtained by
randomizing pause position. The same measures were calculated for the
same pairs, except that pause times for each unit were randomly distrib-
uted across the simultaneously recorded period for the pair. This ran-
domization was repeated 30 times for each pair, and the resulting
measures were pooled.

This analysis was also conducted using different parameters (pauses
500 ms apart were considered coincident; significance was calculated
using 30 shifts with 1 s intervals). This yielded a qualitatively similar
result (data not shown).

Data analyses. Data analyses and visualization were performed using
Matlab (MATLAB Release 2014b, MathWorks). All population values
are given as the mean � SEM. Figures show the SEM as shaded regions.

Results
Descriptive statistics for database
A total of 448 GPe high-frequency discharge units, which consti-
tute 623 pairs, met our inclusion criteria (73–136 units and 135–
184 pairs per monkey). We considered some pairs twice (A ¡ B,
B ¡ A) but avoided double use of the simultaneous pauses (see
Materials and Methods), raising the total number of analyzed
pairs to 1001. The average stable recording length for these units
was 2266 � 80.4 s, and the average isolation quality was 0.934 �
0.0026. The average simultaneous recording period for pairs of
units was 1699 � 52.49 s. The average FR of the unit was 76.79 �
1.29 spikes/s. Pauses were detected using a modified Poisson sur-
prise method (Elias et al., 2007; Fig. 1). The recorded GPe units
produced a total of 137,278 pauses, or 306.42 � 22.6 pauses/
neuron during the recording period, with a mean frequency of
8.82 � 0.08 pauses/min and a mean pause duration of 0.6 �
0.05 s (typical data and pairwise analysis are shown in Fig. 2).
Together, these data suggest that every single time point within
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the recording time of a unit had an 8.1% chance to fall within a
pause segment.

Population firing and pausing activity during pause segments
Considering the time frame of each pause, we examined the si-
multaneous activity of all other units. We found a small (0.78 �
0.136 spikes/s), but statistically significant, decrease in the aver-
age FR (p � 0.001; Fig. 3a,b). This FR decrease initiated shortly
before the TP starting time point (Fig. 3a) and lasted longer than
the pause duration, but returned to baseline within 1 s after the
end of the pause (Fig. 3b).

Conducting a similar analysis, we found a slight (0.2%) in-
crease in the PP around the TP (p � 0.027; Fig. 3c), indicating
that units tended to pause together. This increase was smeared in
time, indicating that the simultaneously occurring pauses were
not well locked temporally. The temporal profile of the probabil-
ity of pause occurrence was similar to that of the discharge rate
around the TP (Fig. 3a,c).

Is the change in pause probability the sole contributor to the
fall in FR? To check this, we re-examined the firing activity, this
time omitting from the analysis each time point in which the unit
was identified as pausing (i.e., the pause-omitted firing rate). We
found that only part of the reduction in the firing rate was due to
the change in pause probability, and a decrease of discharge rate is
evident even after the omission of pause-contaminated segments
(p � 0.001; Fig. 3d). To verify that this is not simply due to
undetected pauses, we drew a histogram of the change in FR
around the TP for the original data and for the pause-omitted
firing rate, and observed that this procedure mostly eliminated
pauses (Fig. 3e).

Probability of coinciding pauses for different unit pairs
Following our observation that pauses sometimes occur together,
we sought to examine whether some neuron pairs’ pauses tended
to coincide more than those of others. We checked all pairs of
units that each had at least 20 pauses during their simultaneously
recorded period (n � 373 pairs) and calculated the following two
measures: a coincidence index, ranging from 0 to 1, which indi-
cates the probability of pauses of a pair of neurons to coincide
(Fig. 4a, left); and a significance measure, which compares the
index to indices achieved through data shifts (Fig. 4a, right). We
found that, compared with shifted data, there were far more in-
stances of high indices, meaning that the number of pairs with
strong pause coincidence indices is higher than is to be expected
by chance. Figure 4b depicts an example of the calculation of the
coincidence index and the significance for two pairs of units, one
with and one without a significant (p � 0.05) index value. Figure
4c shows the mean change in FR relative to the trigger pause for
the following two subgroups of pairs: pairs that had indices that
were comparable to those achieved by data shifts; and pairs with
indices that were significantly higher than chance (n � 42 and 40,
respectively). The dynamic changes in pause probability for these
two groups also had greatly differing profiles (data not shown).

Discussion
Averaging the simultaneous firing activity of GPe neurons over
all pauses, we observed a slight yet significant decrease in GPe FR.
This effect, which was probably too small to be identified in a
pairwise cross-correlation analysis that is limited to specific neu-
ron pairs, shows that while a single GPe neuron is pausing, others
are also inhibited. The simplest explanation for this could be that
other neurons also paused in coincidence, and we found that

Figure 2. Examples of pausing behavior in GPe cells (Monkey C, recorded November 7, 2013). a, Analog signal of five electrodes showing the spiking activity of five simultaneously recorded GPe
neurons, each displaying pausing activity at different rates and lengths. The signal was digitally filtered using an eight-pole Butterworth bandpass filter between 300 Hz and 5 KHz. b, Spike-to-spike
cross-correlation diagrams for each of the 10 pairs of units shown in a. Bin sizes were 50 ms. c, Spike-to-pause cross-correlation diagrams for each of the 10 pairs of units shown in a. This was done
by averaging the probability of spike discharge in another GPe neuron (recorded by another electrode) around the start of a pause. Bin sizes were 50 ms.
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Figure 4. Measures of PC between pairs of neurons. a, Left, Bars indicate the observed distribution of PC indices for all unit pairs. Right, Bars indicate the observed distribution of significance level ( p values)
for all unit pairs (n�373). The p values were calculated by comparing pairs’ real PC index to the distribution of indices for shifted data. The black bars on top (white bars on the bottom) signify indices that were
higher (lower) than the mean of this distribution, illuminating the high proportion of significant PC indices that have higher-than-chance PC indices (red). This group is compared with a group with nonsignificant
PC indices (blue) on the left and in further panels. The green line indicates the same measures for randomized data. b, Example of the calculation method for two unit pairs, one taken from the blue bars and one
from the red bar in a. The shaded area marks the results obtained without shifting (the results for the real data). Note that the time shifts decrease the coincidence index for the red pair, but not for the blue pair.
Red, coincidence index � 0.08, p � 0; blue, index � 0.06, p � 0.83. c, The mean FR relative to a trigger pause for all of the unit pairs included in the bars marked in blue and in red in a. Data were smoothed
using a 50 ms Gaussian window. As expected, the mean simultaneous activity to a trigger pause decreases for pairs with highly significant coincidence indices.

Figure 3. Population GPe firing and pausing activity triggered to a simultaneous pause. a, Mean firing rate across repetitions during time segments in which other units were pausing (baseline reduced). Zero
time depicts trigger pause initiation. The dark blue line signifies the real data (n�159,906 repetitions). The light gray line depicts the results after shifting the data. Data were smoothed using a 50 ms Gaussian
window. Surrounding shading represents the SEM. b, Same as a; zero time represents pause termination (n�159,752 repetitions). c, Change in pause probability across repetitions relative to baseline triggered
by the initiation of a pause. Details follow those of a. d, Mean firing rate across repetitions after removal of pause-contaminated segments. Details follow those of a. e, Normalized histogram of changes in firing
rate (per segment) in the pause-related period relative to baseline (in percentages). The blue line indicates the results of thedatabeforetheremovalofpause-contaminatedsegments(i.e.,thesameasina);thegreen
lineindicatestheresultsofthedataaftertheremovalofpause-contaminatedsegments(i.e., thesameasin c).Theinsetshowsazoomed-indisplayoftheleft-mostpartoftheplotwithenhanced x-scaleresolution.
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such pause coincidences do, indeed, occur. However, these coin-
cidences did not solely account for the decrease in the GPe dis-
charge rate, and we revealed that a decrease in the firing rate was
still manifested upon omission of this pausing activity. Put to-
gether, these findings indicate that despite the diverse activity
across the GPe network, there seems to be a synchronous net
decrease in GPe discharge rate and rise in the general PP. The
observed changes in PP and in FR do not appear to be due to the
contribution of several subsets of neurons showing different ac-
tivity characteristics that are synchronized with pauses. However,
when considering neuron pairs, there does seem to be some non-
homogeneity. The increase in PP is not equally spread across the
network—some neuron pairs tended to pause together at a
higher-than-chance level (Fig. 4), while most others did not.

Our finding that pauses tend to occur together sits well with
studies identifying pauses as a network phenomenon (Jaeger and
Kita, 2011) and not one that is generated independently for a
single neuron. The most parsimonious interpretation of our data
is that there are common inputs to sets of GPe neurons, influenc-
ing their tendency to decrease their discharge rate or pause at a
given time. However, it could also be that pauses are intrinsically
generated within a single neuron and propagate through lateral
inhibition (i.e., the “original” pause causes increases in the FR of
several neurons, which in turn inhibit a second-order set of neu-
rons, causing some of them to pause). If this was the case, we
would expect the group of neurons that increase their FR to have
a very low coincidence index when paired with their “pauser” cell.
However, we did not see a distinct set of neurons that show lower-
than-chance probabilities to pause together (Fig. 4a, right, left-most
white bars). The lack of such a set suggests that the lateral effects of
pauses in GPe are not very strong, despite the significant intrinsic
connectivity within the GPe (Sadek et al., 2007; Mallet et al., 2012).

If indeed pauses are the product of common afferent inputs,
which model can best explain both the increase in simultaneous
PP and the independent decrease in FR? In 1948, Hodgkin (1948)
set apart the following two classes of neurons: class I excitability

neurons, which increase their discharge rate linearly in response
to increases in net input current; and class II excitability neurons,
which act in a nonlinear fashion, abstaining from firing until a
certain current threshold is crossed and then leaping to a high
(�100 spikes/s) FR, which increases linearly with current. More
recently, Goldberg and Bergman (2011) suggested that the activ-
ity of GPe cells could fit the class II requirements. Other classifi-
cations of neuronal excitability have been suggested (Izhikevich,
2007), but they maintain the two dynamic schemes of class I and
II excitability.

This model could explain our main findings quite elegantly
(Fig. 5), assuming that at each given time the total synaptic cur-
rent that each GPe neuron receives is taken from a normal distri-
bution, the center of this distribution defines the average
population current and hence the average population FR. In neu-
rons for which the current “falls” below some threshold, a pause
is observed due to the relation between net input current and FR
(I-F relation) of class II excitability neurons. If the system receives
widespread common inhibitory striatal input or a common re-
duction of the excitatory drive from the subthalamic nucleus, this
distribution will shift to the left. This shift would cause an in-
crease in pause probability (red vs blue filled areas) and a decrease
in FR (evident by the FR expected for the new histogram). There-
fore, this model predicts that conditions that cause decreases in
FR will also increase pause probability, despite pauses being a
phenomenon distinct from discharge rate reduction. This sits
well with the finding that pause probability rises upon hyperpo-
larization of rodent GPe cells in vitro (Hashimoto and Kita,
2006), and the tendency of GPe neurons to reduce their FR and
also increase their pause probability when monkeys close their
eyes (Adler et al., 2010).

On top of the implications this model has for the activity of the
GPe, it might also prove useful in examining the differences be-
tween neurons of the GPe and the internal segment of the globus
pallidus (GPi). Neurons of the GPi are morphologically similar to
those of the GPe (François et al., 1984; Yelnik et al., 1984), and

Figure 5. Modeling GPe neurons as class II excitability cells. The bottom axes show the activity of a class II excitability cell (adapted from Izhikevich, 2007). This cell does not fire until a certain threshold of
inward current is reached, and then increases its firing rate in a linear fashion. The top plot shows two distributions of hypothetical GPe cells at a given time, implicating the current they are receiving. The blue line
representsahypotheticaldistribution,forwhichacertainpercentageofneurons,coloredinblue,are“pausing”(i.e.,theirpredictedfiringrateis0).Afterthisdistributionisshifted(arrow)duetoanincreaseininhibitoryinputor
areductionintheexcitatorydrive,thenewdistribution(redline)hasalowernet inputcurrent,ahigherprobabilityofcellstopause(red-coloredregion),andaslightly lowerpredictedaveragefiringrate.
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both receive synaptic inputs from striatal medium spiny neurons
(MSNs), STN cells, and GPe cells, albeit that the contributions of
these inputs are not the same in these two structures (Shink and
Smith, 1995). However, neurons of the GPi commonly have
higher firing rates than those of the GPe (DeLong, 1971; DeLong
et al., 1985). Pauses are mostly restricted to the GPe, but are also
sparsely observed in the GPi (DeLong et al., 1985; Elias et al.,
2007; Chiken et al., 2008). These properties, together with our
model, raise the possibility that GPi cells could be similarly mod-
eled as class II neurons. Perhaps it is a different input current that
sets these two neuron populations apart, thus explaining both the
higher firing rate and the lower pause probability in GPi cells.
This hypothesis suits recent data showing that the group of in-
hibitory MSNs targeting the GPi (which commonly have D1 but
not D2 receptors; Gerfen et al., 1990) has a lower excitability level
than that targeting GPe, potentially contributing to the higher
firing rates of GPi neurons (Day et al., 2008; Surmeier et al.,
2011).

The simultaneous increase in pause probability in the GPe is
most likely due to the cluster of neuron pairs that show a higher
than chance likelihood to pause together (Fig. 4). Using this clus-
ter, we can estimate measures of connectivity in the network. Of
the 373 pairs passing our inclusion criteria (see Materials and
Methods), �40 (10.7%) showed higher than chance pause coin-
cidence. Monkeys have �166,000 GPe neurons (Percheron et al.,
1994), which constitute 13.8 
 10 9 pairs. It is therefore tempting
to deduce that an order of 54,300 neurons (which are 1.47 
 10 9

pairs) share inputs that induce pauses. This number is strikingly
high given the rate of divergence for the main inhibitory inputs of
the GPe, the striatal MSNs. Each of these neurons creates �200 –
300 synapses in the GPe, usually confined to very few (�10)
neurons that receive multiple inputs from the same MSN (Yelnik
et al., 1996). This suggests that the network pauses we observed
could be produced by synchronized activation from many striatal
MSNs. The other major input to the GPe comes from the STN.
The influence of these neurons on the GPe is far less specific than
that of the MSNs (Parent and Hazrati, 1995), suggesting that it
might not be an increase in MSN activity, but rather a reduction
in the STN activity, that is the main driving force of pauses
(Nambu et al., 2000). Either way, we believe more light can be
shed on the issue given simultaneous recordings of GPe cells and
MSNs or STN cells. Notably, these estimates could be influenced
by the fact that our simultaneously recorded neurons were lo-
cated in relatively close proximity to one another (�1.5 mm),
influencing coincidence significance in a manner that does not
represent the whole GPe.

Our finding that numerous pairs show coincidence levels
higher than chance is somewhat negated by the relatively low
coincidence indices, indicating that even pairs that pause to-
gether unquestionably do so in a very nondeterministic manner
(Fig. 4a, left). The reason for this stochasticity remains unclear.
Two likely explanations include either a dependency of the pause
response on the intrinsic state of a neuron or a dependency of
pauses on several congruent inputs arriving in a temporally pre-
cise way. Both of these avenues require further modeling and
experimentation. However, it is worthwhile acknowledging that
even small coincidence metrics might go a long way, as has been
shown for pairwise correlations between neurons in different
brain areas (Schneidman et al., 2003, 2006).

In conclusion, our findings shed light on the origin and features
of pausing behavior in the GPe, but leave the riddle concerning their
function and downstream effects mostly untouched. These silences
in spiking behavior, first described over 40 years ago, are proba-

bly the key characteristic feature of the GPe, the central nucleus of
the basal ganglia network, yet they have received relatively little
focus in recent research. We believe that such focus could result
in a better understanding of the basal ganglia as a whole, and its
role in normal behavior and in disease.
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